
Class Supply List for Laptop Computer Carriers 2.0  
October 22 and 23, 2020            10:30- 5:00       Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich   
 
Pattern:   Laptop Computer Carriers 2.0 ByAnnie 
   
Supplies:   
Refer to the back of the pattern and choose  the Laptop Case or the Carrier 
Laptop.  The difference is that the Carrier is one inch deeper and a little wider. 
It offers the carrying strap, back strap  and a base stabilizer.   The Case does not 
have straps - only handles  - and hardware is not needed for the Case.   
 
See back of pattern for fabric requirements and other supplies.    
This pattern is recommended for non-directional fabrics.  If you choose to use 
directional fabrics contact me before you quilt pieces or check out the tutorial 
on the ByAnnie.com website.   
Zippers:  Handbag zippers are needed for this project.   
See back of pattern.   
Foam Stabilizer:   
1 yard for Case Laptop  
2 yards for Carrier Laptop  
 ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable or you can substitute Pellon Flex Foam FF77  
Interfacing:  
¼ yard of Shapeflex fusible woven interfacing  - Pellon SF-101 
Strapping for Carrier Laptop: - not used for Case Laptop  
1 inch wide polyester webbing/strapping  - you need 5-½ yards 
Hardware for Carrier Laptop:  - not used for Case Laptop  
1” D-rings or triangle rings - need 2  
1” swivel hooks - need 2  
1” wide mouth slider - need 1  
Base Stabilizer for Carrier Laptop: - not used for Case Laptop  
6” x 15”   plastic canvas sheet  - you can find this at Hobby Lobby  
Bring all essential sewing supplies, and especially include:   
90 top stitch needle  
Thread #50 polyester   
Zipper foot,  Walking Foot with guides, ¼” foot  
Square rulers  
Stiletto (I like ByAnnie’s stiletto)   



Temporary Spray Adhesive for fabric like Odif 505  
Washout marking pen or pencil or Clover chalk pens 
Wonder clips  - medium and small  
Rotary cutter  
Double sided adhesive tape, such as Wonder Tape or Dritz Wash Away - ¼” 
Fabric glue pen  - I like Sewline 
12mm (½”)  bias tape maker - helpful for making zipper pulls   
 
Prior to Class please cut from main fabric, lining fabric  and foam stabilizer. 
For the Carrier Laptop:   
Cut one 40” x 21” from each of  the main fabric, the lining fabric and the 
ByAnnie Soft and Stable (or Pellon Flex Foam) 
This will be quilted and will be the Carrier front and back, side strip and inner 
pocket.  It will be cut after quilted. 
And  
Cut one 31” x 15” from each of the main fabric, the lining fabric and the 
ByAnnie Soft and Stable (or Pellon Flex Foam).   
This will be quilted and multiple components (pockets, zipper strip and  strap 
pad) will be cut after it is quilted.   
 
For the Case Laptop:   
Cut one 36” x 22” from each of  the main fabric, the lining fabric and the 
ByAnnie Soft and Stable (or Pellon Flex Foam) 
This will be quilted and will be the Case front and back, side strip, zipper strips, 
and  pocket.  It will be cut after quilted. 
 
Please  quilt these pieces prior to class.  Refer to the general quilting 
instructions on page 1.     Keep in mind:   
➔ Press fabric and foam to remove wrinkles before you sandwich the pieces 

together.  Use spray starch.   
➔ Fabric adhesive spray can be a substitute for pins.  I use a temporary 

adhesive spray like 505 to adhere fabric to the foam stabilizer and pins or 
clips if needed to hold the layers together.   

➔ Make sure all it is smooth and press again.   
➔ Use a walking foot and use your walking foot guides if you have them.   



➔ If you are sewing/quilting  straight lines,   find the center and make a 
mark with chalk or washable pen.  Then continue marking your lines 
from each side of the center.  Lines can be ¾” or 1” apart.   

➔ You could sew diagonal lines that are 1” or 1-½” apart.   
You can also free motion quilt these pieces in any design you prefer.   
 
Cut Coordinating Fabric:   
For the Case Laptop:    Refer to page 2.   
For the Carrier Laptop:  Refer to page 5.   
 
Class registration policy:  All classes must be paid for at the time of 

registration.  If a class is cancelled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the 

class fee will be refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours 

in advance to receive a refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class 

handouts and supplies.  Please register early as possible to ensure your 

place and to avoid disappointment.  

Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will 

not have time to instruct on the use of your machine 
 
If you have any questions about fabric requirements, supplies or cutting, 

please text or email me.   Mary Stipanovich  850-545-2586 

sydais214@gmail.com. 
 


